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About This Game

Your island has been invaded by aliens during the night, take your shotgun, and kick them out!

You play a soldier resting on his native island, but it is quickly overrun by monsters from outer space and no outside help is
available. You put on your mecha armor, take your shotgun and go to find out what happened at the peril of your life.
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Alien Blitz is a 3d action-shooter with lots of bullets, missiles, weapons, maps and monsters.

 Action-shooter, 3D top-down view

 Lots of bullets, shooting and monsters, "Bullet hell"

 3 difficulty settings + 2 new game + modes

 37 maps + 4 secret maps + Steam Workshop maps

 14 upgradeable weapons (improve accuracy, damage, reload time and bullet speed)

 Experience and leveling

 Level editor + Steam Workshop
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Title: Alien Blitz
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Jean-Baptiste Simillon
Publisher:
Jean-Baptiste Simillon
Release Date: 9 May, 2016
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English,French
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Screamed 15 minutes into the game.

10/10 would get in trouble for screaming again.. the game isnt loading for me. I do not play platformers.
I am very bad at platformers.
The music was the only thing that kept me going.
10/10 would damage my soul again to play.. Actually the best game VR i've ever played, its so addicting and hard when you
progress. For the time ive played it so far it has'nt gotten repetative yet because each new wave is just some
crazy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you can't belive is possible but in the end turns out to be ultra clutch. It's a cheap
game that loard gaben has on sale rn and its just so fun.

Note: Only thing i have is that a sword and sheild is like meta and no other combo is too viable to get really far in.. This is a
single player game in which you are on an airship being attacked by pirate planes. You have to man the guns, fend off the
pirates, and carry out repairs as needed. In between missions you can change your ship's loadout. You can earn better guns based
on how well you did on the previous mission.

You can sometimes choose which mission to take (some missions are identified as being more difficult than others), but overall
the game is short. I beat every mission in about three hours.

Also, the game does not have a definite ending, it just thrusts you into a Survival mode at the end of the campaign where you try
and live as long as possible against the pirates. I like my games to have a definite ending, so that was pretty disappointing.

I ran the game on Windows 7 64 bit and encountered no bugs. Graphics were probably good when the game first came out but
by 2017's standards they're just passable. The music track was short but synced well with the idea of fighting across a post-
apocalyptic wasteland.

This is not the best game ever, but it regularly goes on sale for 50 cents, and that's not bad for 3 hours worth of entertainment..
Hands down, this is one of the scariest VR games I've ever played (that's some
immersive\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665right there)
*sobs quietly in the corner*. waste of time and money. Great strategy game highly recommended. A must for all fans of roman
antiquity, like myself.
I've read countless books on roman history, and also on the history of the city of Rome itself. The simulation is set in Rome of
the year 320 AD, when Rome had reached its zenith with regard to buildings. At that time, it was basically become complete,
and had all the buildings we know today. Maxentius and Constantine added the last buildings during that time. Not long
afterwards, 100 years later, the decline began, and all those wonderful monuments were lost.

But fortunately we can now experience them in VR!

Ok, the simulation has some technical issues, I'd say that it is quite hardware intensive for one. Everything runs smoothly on my
rig, except for this game on highest settings. And the graphics could be better.
But honestly, I don't care so much, because walking around, exploring, reading about the history of the different buildings,
marvelling at the sheer size of them, is just an impressive experience, so that I forget the technical issues.

I can absolutely recommend this game to any fan of Rome or roman history.
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My brother and I found this game as notoriously hard as children- whether this game actually is hard or we both were slowly
fnding out we were not platform gamers.
My problem with this emulation is the lack of ability to use old cheat codes, as well as a lack of effort to be better. Do you have
any clue how much I would have killed for a save feature? This game came out in 90s and they've had THIRTY YEARS to
improve this game. Nostalgia or not. I also point this out because I still feel that the time it takes to register a control is slower
than it could be. So, there's a number of unnecessary deaths based on a control not registering in time or lack of landing in just
the right spot.

The things is, I still like this game. You can buy it, if you want to, but I don't think you'll be untimately happy with it.. Dialogues
are really boring, game is linear to the point where they put big yellow circle around every evidence you need to find, so not
much of exploration or gameplay, just click on things and progress through the story, couldnt bare to finish it, sorry. The art was
pretty decent tho.. \u2605 \u2605 \u2605 \u2605 \u2605
. Sliding-block puzzle has never been smoother and more relaxing than this!

Blockwick 2 is so elegant, I must say.. It's pretty good
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